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A CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE POSETS OF THE WIDTH 
AT MOST THREE WITH THE FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
JOSEF NlEDERLE, ВгПО 
(Received January 20, 1987) 
T. S. Fofanova [ l ] has described the family of minimal forbidden retracts for 
finite posets of the width two to have the fixed point property. In this paper, a set 
of forbidden retracts will be constructed for the class of all finite posets of the width 
at most three. 
Recall that a poset P has the fixed point property if for every order-preserving 
mapping / : P -^ P there exists an element p є P such that f(p) = p. A class Q of 
posets is a class offorbidden retracts for a class of posets P if each poset from Q 
is a retract of a poset from P and fails to have the fixed point property, and each 
poset from P either has the fixed point property or has a retract isomorphic to a poset 
from Q. To any class ofposets there exists a class offorbidden retracts: it is the class 
of its elements that have not the fixed point property. To any class of finite posets 
there exists a class of minimal forbidden retracts:itisthe class of all minimal elements 
in the class of all forbidden retracts ordered by retraction. 
DEFINITIONS 
Let (X, ^ ) be a poset, and let A and B be non-empty subsets ofX. We shall write 
A < B if ЗаєАМв (a < b); 
A ^ B if A < B or A = B; 
A <° B if VaeA,beB (a < b). 
Symbols < , ^ , <s are relational, not operational. A formula X = Ал <3 ... <з An 
is to be read as: the poset X can be decomposed into non-empty subsets A±, ..., An 
such that Ax <i A2, ..., An_ x <з An. 
ч 
Let X = Ax o . . . o An. We define Apq = (J At. 
i=p 
(In the preceding, set < or ^ or <s for o . ) 
Let X = Ax < ... < Am where A{ (i = 1 , . . . , n) are antichains. A block in X is 
its subset Apq such that l ( ^ <§ Ai + i) (i = p,..., q — 1) and it is maximal with this 
property, i.e. Ap_1 < Ap and Aq <$ Aq + 1, or p = 1 and Aq < Aq+1, or Ар„г <° Ap 
and q = n, or p = 1 and q = n. 
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< An. Then X is said to be an ordinal sum of A-v (i ^ i n\ 
Let X = Ax < ... < Д,. Then X is said to be a linear sum of Л* (i = | w\ 
Denote by P the class of all finite posets, and by P3 the class of all finite posets 
of the width at most three. 
A section is 
(1) the two-element antichain with the support S = 2 = {0, 1}; 
(2) a poset (S, ^ ) with the support S = 3 x w + 1 = {[i, fc]| і є {0, l , 2} , k є 
e {0, 1, ..., и}}, where n ^ 1, and an ordering ^ satisfying: 
(i) / < k=> [/,/] «< [i,fc]; 
(ii) [0, fc], [1, fc], [2, /c] are pairwise incomparable; 
(iii) [i, I] < [ j , fe] => [i ® 1, /] < [j Є 1, fc], where Є means + mod 3; 
H Vfc + 0 3,,/[i, k - 1] non < [ j , fe]). 
A «ice section is a section (5, ^ ) with 
(V) x < y => 3veS (x < f and y non ^t>) for any x, у є S; 
(W) x < _y => 3weS (w 4 y and w non ^ x) for any x, y e S. 
A tower is an ordinal sum of sections. 
A very nice section is a section having no proper retract isomorphic to a tower. 
SOME PROPERTIES OF TOWERS 
Observations. Every section is of the width at most three. Consequently, every 
tower is of the width at most three. Towers of the width two are exactly towers 
described by T. S. Fofanova. Note that a section itself is a tower. 
Lemma 1. No section can be expressed as an ordinal sum of two non-empty 
posets. 
Proof. Let (S, ^ ) be a section. If S = 2, the statement is obvious. We must 
investigate the case S = 3 x n + 1. Suppose S = A <° B and A Ф 0. Take [ j , fc] є 
є A. In view of (i) also [j, 0] e A and by (ii) [0, 0], [1, 0], [2, 0] є A. The rest of the 
proof can be done by induction: Assume [0, k — 1], [1, k — 1], [2, k — 1] eA. 
Property (iv) implies 3,j([i, k — l ] non < [ j , fc]), and we may conclude that 
[ j , k] e A. Applying (ii), we obtain [0, fc], [1, fc], [2, k] є A Consequently, <S = A 
and Б = 0. Q.E.D. 
Corollary. Every tower has a unique decomposition into sections. 
Proposition 1. Every tower has a retract being a tower of very nice sections. 
Proof. Let T0 = Sx <$ ... < Sn be a tower of sections St (/ = 1, . . . , n). Replace 
sections that are not very nice by corresponding towers, their proper retracts. The 
resulting tower T\ is a proper retract of T0. Repeat the same procedure for Tř (i = 
— 1,...). Since T0 is finite, and |Tf| < |T^_i|, this procedure stops at some Tt being 
a tower of very nice sections. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 2. If T= St <° ... < Sn is a tower of sections Si (i = 1, ..., n), and g 
is an order-preserving mapping of T onto a tower, then g{St) (i = 1, ...,n) are 
pairwise disjoint towers. 
Proof. Images of sections are pairwise disjoint: Let xeg(Sp)ng(Sq) where 
p < q, say x = g(sp) = g(sq), speSp, sqeSq. Then for an arbitrary element te T 
either sp g t or t <£ sq, consequently x is a nodus in g(T) and therefore g(T) can not 
be a tower. Images ofsections are towers: Let g(T) — Q± < ... < Qm be the unique 
decomposition of the tower g(T) into sections. Since g(T) = ^r(Si) <° ... <° ^(Sn)? 
it holds Qr = Qr n of(r) = (or n flf(S0) < .. . <° ( ß r n g(Sn)). We obtain ß r <= g(Sp) 
for some jf7 є { l , . . . , n} using lemma 1. What remains to show is trivial. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2. A tower of very nice sections has no proper retract being a tower. 
Proof. Let T = Sx < ... < Sn be a tower of very nice sections St (i = I, ..., w), 
and let r, e be a retraction and the corresponding c,oretraction respectively such that 
r(jT) is a tower. Denote by vt = max {fc| e.r(S;) n Sfc Ф 0} and v = min {t^| uř ^ /}. 
Then и Ф 1 would imply ^__х > i — 1, hence i — 1 < ^ _ х ^ uř ^ i, which would 
yield vi_1 = i and so e . r(S;) Ç Sž, i.e. the section St would have a retract r(Sř) 
being a tower in virtue of lemma 2. As Sř is a very nice section, it follows that 
e . r(Si) = Si5 which contradicts the assumption that vt^x = i. We must conclude 
that v = 1 and e . r(S^ = Sl9 e . r(S2 < ... < S„) £ S2 < ... < Sn. Repeating 
the construction just described we obtain e . r(S;) = Sf (i = 1, ..., n), the retract 
r(T) is not proper. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3. Towers have not thefixed point property. 
Proof. Let T0 = 5j < . . . <§ Sn be a tower of sections Sř (i = 1, . . . , n). Define 
/ : T^ T by f\St = (0 ^ 1, 1 и* 0) for S, = 2, f\Si = ([i, fc] ь+ [i 0 1, fc]) for 
S; = 3 x n + 1. Obviously, / is an order-preserving mapping and it has no fixed 
point. Q.E.D. 
MINIMAL FORBIDDEN RETRACTS FOR P 3 ARE TOWERS 
In the following, o should be replaced by < or > . 
Lemma 3. Let x є P, and let f: X ~* X be an order-preserving mapping. If A 
and Б are /-cycles, and A <a Б, then УхєА ЗуєВ (x <з у). 
Proof. Let A <a Б. By definition, there exist elements я є A, b є Б such that a o b. 
Take an arbitrary element x e A. There exists a positive integer k such that x = 
= /*(a). Define y =fk(b). It is easy to see that x<a y. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4. Lei X є P, and let f: X ~> X be an order-preserving mapping that 
fails to have afixed point. Then everyf-cycle is an antichain, and its cardinality 
is at least two. 
Proof. Let x be an element of an/-cycle. If it would be comparable with another 
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element of the same /-cycle, say x <з f\x) where k ^ 1, then x <з fk(x) <з or = ... 
. . . <з or = fn'k(x) = x, where n is the cardinality of the /-cycle. If an /-cycle would 
contain only one element, this would be a fixed point off. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5. Let X e P, and let f: X ^> X be an order-preserving mapping that 
fails to have afixed point. Then the union of allf-cycles Xfforms a retract in X, 
and the corresponding restriction off is an automorphism ofXf that has nofixed 
point. 
Proof .Le t ř i - U{tx\xeX,tx = min{i ^ l | / ' ( x ) e { x , / ( x ) , . . . J ' ^ ^ x ) J J . T h e n 
Jn: X -^> X maps X onto Xf: Let x be an arbitrary element o f Z . We obtain/*(x) = 
= f(x) for some i e {0, . . . , tx - 1} and consequently fx~\f*(x)) = f*"Xf(x)) = 
= f*(x). Hence/*(x) lies in an /-cycle and so does f(x) =f-**(f*(x)). Sur-
jectivity is obvious. Now, let x e Xs. Then fx(x) = x and it follows that/"(x) = x. 
We have proved that Xf is a retract in X. It is obvious t h a t / L / is an automorphism 
o f X J that has no fixed point. The inverse of / |x / i s / " _ 1 | x / . Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6. Let XeP3, and letf:X^>X be an order-preserving mapping that 
fails to have afixed point. The set ofallf-cycles is linearly ordered by the induced 
relation ^ . 
Proof. Let A, B, and C be arbirary/-cycles. 
Obviously, A ^ A. Reflexivity is proved. 
A g B and B ^ A implies A = B, or A < B and B > A. In the latter case, there 
would exist, by lemma 3, a e A, b є B, and c e A such that a < b < c. Since A is an 
antichain in virtue of lemma 4, we conclude that A — B. Antisymmetry is proved. 
A й B and B g C implies A = B g C, or A й B = C, or A < B < C. In the 
latter case, there exist, by lemma 3, elements a e A, b є B, and c є C such that 
a < b < c. Hence a < c and therefore A < C. Transitivity is proved. 
Take A Ф B. Since A and B are disjoint and \A\ ^ 2, \в\ ^ 2 by lemma 4, it follows 
that \A u ß | ^ 4. Hence A u Б is not an antichain. We have a e A and b e B such 
that a < b or b < a and consequently A < B or B < A. 
Thence ^ is a linear ordering on the set of all/-cycles. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 7. Lei Х є Р 3 , and letf:X^X be an order-preserving mapping that 
fails to have a fixed point. If A, B are f-cycles such that \A\ = 2, \в\ — 3 and 
A <з Б, řfren V x e ^ 6 ß (x <з у). 
Proof. By definition, there exist elements aeA, beB such that а<з Ь. Let 
х є і , yeB be arbitrary elements. Then x = / ' ( a ) , j ; =fl+J\b) for some positive 
integers i a n d j , which yields x = / i + 4 j ( t f ) , >' = / I + 4 j ( b ) . Consequently, x o j . 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 8. Let X e P3, and let f: X -^ X be an automorphism. Then f6(x) = x 
/ö r flwy x є X. 
Proof. For, X = Xs and /-cycles are two-elementorthree-element antichains, 
which yields/2(x) = x o r / 3 (x ) = x, and so / 6 (x ) = x. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 9. Let X є Ръ, and letf: X ^> X be an automorphism thatfails to have 
afixed point. Let A and B bef-cycles such that A <i B, and let 
(*) \еА,ъев Vuexf {a <з u => b <з и or b = w) . 
TAen a <з Ь and the mapping g = (/k(a) ^ * / 4 ^ ) ' x *""* x / ö r x Í ^) IS a retraction. 
Proof. Choose elements a, Ь satisfying (*). They satisfy a <з b by lemma 3. 
Clearly Xs = X. Observe that g is a correctly defined mapping by lemma 7. It 
remains to show that g is order-preserving. Let x o y. If x ф A and j í A, then 
#(x) = x <i j = #(y). If x є Л and y $ A, we obtain x = fk(a) <з //c(b) for some 
positive integer fc^3, and a=f6~k(x)«3f6~~k(y) by lemma 8, whence b<n 
^f6~\y) or Ь = /*"*O0. In summary, g(x)=f{b)^ or = / k / ^ * ( y ) = / 6 ( y ) = 
= У = #O0- If * Í ^- and у є Л, we obtain g{x) = x o 3; = / /c(a) <a /fc(b) = #(_y) 
for some positive integer k ^ 6. It is obvious that g is a retraction, since g\g(x) is the 
identical mapping by definition. Q.E.D. 
Corollary. Let XeP3 have no proper retract without thefixed point property, 
and let f: X ^ X be an automorphism that fails to have a fixed point. Then to 
any two f-cycles A and B such that A 0 B and arbitrary elements a є A and 
b є B there exists an element u є X such that a <з u and b non (<a or = ) u. 
In the proof of lemma 9 using the relation 0 instead of < is legitimate, since 
a mapping is order-preserving if and only if it is dual-order-preserving. 
Proposition 4. Let X є P3 have not thefixed point property. Then X has a retract 
isomorphic to a tower of nice sections. 
Proof. The set of all retracts in X that fail to have the fixed point property contains 
at least one minimal element with respect to set inclusion as it is finite. Denote this 
minimal retract R, and the corresponding retraction r. Let / : R ^ R be one of the 
mappings that have no fixed point. This mapping must be s11rjective by lemma 5. 
In view of lemma 6, R can be represented as a linear sum of/-cycles: R = At < ... 
... < An. 
Let R = X1 <s ... < Xm be the finest ordinal decomposition of R. Then Xs 
(5 = 1, ..., m) are blocks in R: Let x є Xs n Av Then A-x ç Xs as it is an antichain 
by lemma 4. Let At < Aj < Ak, A-x £ Xs, Ak £ Xs. Then Ai Ç Xs since <* is a linear 
ordering on the set of/-cycles. If Ai ç Xs and Aj Я Xs, then Ai non <s Aj as < is 
the finest ordinal decomposition of JR. It follows that all cycles included in the same 
block Xs have the same cardinality (by lemma 7), either two, or three. If this cardi­
nality is two, we may conclude, by lemma 9, that Xs is formed by a unique two-
element/-cycle, i.e. Xs is isomorphic to a nice section. Let us turn our attention to the 
case when this cardinality is three. It is clear that Xs can not be formed by a unique 
/-cycle; it could be replaced by a two-element antichain, and the mapping defined 
by (x н* x for x ф Xs, x ^ 0 for one chosen element of Xs, x ĥ> 1 for the remaining 
two elements of Xs) would be a retraction of R to a proper retract not having the 
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fixed point property. Hence Xs includes at least two /-cycles. For instance, let 
Xs = Apq. Choose ax e At (1 = p, ..., q) such that ax < ak whenever / < fc. This is 
possible by lemma 3. Now, construct a mapping z: Xs ^> 5, where S = 3 x q — p + 
+ 1, by prescriptions z(ap + l) = [0, I], z(f(ap+l)) = [1, / ] , < f 2 (a p + / ) ) = [2, /] 
(/ = 0 , . . . , q — p). It is obviously a bijective mapping, thus an ordering ^ can be 
defined on S that corresponds with that on Xs (i.e. [i, /] ^ [ j , fe]: ofl(ap+l) g 
^ fJ\ap+k)). It remains to show that (S, ^ ) is a nice section: 
(i): Let / < fc. Then a, < ak, f(at) <f(ak) and / 2 (a ř ) <f2(ak). Thus [0, J] <̂ 
< [ 0 , / с ] , [ 1 , / ] < [ 1 Д ] , [ 2 , / ] < [ 2 Д ] . 
(ii): ak,f(ak),f2(ak) form a three-element antichain, therefore [0, fc], [ l , fc], [2, fc] 
also form an antichain. 
(iii): Let [i, Í] < [ j , fc], i.e. P{a,) < p(ak); then / < ѳ і ( в і ) = / / ' ( f l l ) < / Д я к ) = 
= /ІѲ1Ы> w h i c h yields [* © i> 0 < [J © *>4 
(iv): As Apq is a block in R, it holds ^p+ f c- i non <° Л р + к (fc = 1, ..., q — p). 
There exist elements b e Ap+k^l and c e Ap+k such that b $ c. We can write b = 
= /^flfe_i), c = /7(flfc) for suitable i , j e {0, 1, 2}. It is obvious that [i, fc — 1] non < 
non 4 [ j , fc]. 
(V): Let x < y, say [i, Í] < [j, fc]. Then 1 < fc and / ' (a , ) < fj(ak). Since R has 
no proper retract without the fixed point property, a n d / i s an automorphism without 
fixed points, there exists, by lemma 9 and its corollary, an element u e R such that 
fl(at) < u and f
J(ak) $ u. It follows that u є Apq and it can be expressed as u = 
— f9{ah)- Consequently, it holds x = [i, /] < [g, h\ and y — [ j , fc] non r^ [#, ft]. 
(W) can be proved analogously. 
We may conclude that (S, ^ ) is a nice section. Q.E.D. 
Theorem. For XeP3, thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(NFP) X has not thefixed point property; 
(T) X has a retract isomorphic to a tower of sections; 
(TN) X has a retract isomorphic to a tower of nice sections; 
(TVN) X has a retract isomorphic to a tower of very nice sections. 
Proof. 
(T) yields (TVN) by proposition 1 ; 
(TVN) yields (T) by definition; 
(TN) yields (T) by definition; 
(T) yields (NFP) by proposition 3; 
(NFP) yields (TN) by proposition 4. Q.E.D. 
We have shown that every forbidden retract for P3 has a retract isomorphic to 
a tower of very nice sections. It means that minimal forbidden retracts for P3 are 
towers ofvery nice sections. Conversely, by proposition 2 and proposition 4 together, 
every tower of very nice sections is a minimal forbidden retract for P 3 . We have 
a corollary: 
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Corollary. Minimalforbidden retractsfor P3 are exactly (up to isomorphism) 
towers of very nice sections. 
It is true that any very nice section is nice as it has a retract isomorphic to a tower 
of nice sections. The converse remains open. 
Problem. Are there nice sections that are not very nice? Characterize very nice 
sections. 
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